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Given two finite posets P and P$ with the same comparability graph, we show
that if |V(P)|4 and if for all x # V(P), P&x&P$&x, then P&P$. This
result leads us to characterize the finite posets P such that for all x # V(P),
P&x&P*&x.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Following S. M. Ulam [12], a poset P is said to be reconstructible
provided that for every poset P$, if there exists a one-to-one corre-
spondence  : V(P)  V(P$) such that for all x # V(P), P&x&P$&(x),
then P&P$. Equivalently, a poset P is reconstructible provided that for
every poset P$, with V(P)=V(P$), if for all x # V(P), P&x&P$&x, then
P&P$. An analogous notion may be introduced for graphs, for tour-
naments, and for other relational structures. The reconstruction problem is
still open for graphs and for posets whereas it admits a negative answer for
tournaments [11]. Due to the difficulty of this problem, other types of
reconstruction were introduced. Among them, we have these. Let I be a set
of integers and consider two posets P and P$ such that V(P)=V(P$)
and for every i # I, |i |< |V(P)|. The posets P and P$ are said to be
I-hypomorphic provided that for XV(P), if |X| # I (resp. &|X| # I ), then
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P(X)&P$(X) (resp. P&X&P$&X). A poset P is then said to be
I-reconstructible provided that for every poset P$, if P and P$ are I-hypo-
morphic, then P&P$. On the one hand, the [1, ..., k]-reconstruction was
introduced by R. Fra@ sse [2] and G. Lopez [6] showed that the reflexive
binary relations are [2, ..., 6]-reconstructible. On the other hand,
M. Pouzet [10] introduced the [&k]-reconstruction and G. Lopez and
C. Rauzy [7, 8] proved that the reflexive binary relations are [&4]-
reconstructible. In this paper, we demonstrate that posets on more than 3
elements are [&1, 2]-reconstructible and we characterize the posets P such
that P and P* are [&1]-hypomorphic. The first result responds to a
question set by D. Kratsch and J.-X. Rampon [5].
2. PRELIMINARIES
A partially ordered set (or poset) P is an ordered pair (V(P), E(P)),
where V(P) is a finite set, called the set of vertices of P, and E(P) is an
irreflexive, antisymmetric and transitive binary relation on V(P), called the
set of edges of P. For x, y # V(P), x<P y (resp. x&P y) is used in the place
of (x, y) # E(P) (resp. (x, y), ( y, x)  E(P)) and xP y signifies either
x<P y or x= y. Following these notations, given two posets P and Q, a
one-to-one correspondence f : V(P)  V(Q) is an isomorphism from P onto
Q provided that for all x, y # V(P), x<P y if and only if f (x)<Q f ( y). Let
P be a poset, with each subset X of V(P) is associated the subposet
(X, E(P) & (X_X)) of P induced by X, denoted by P(X). For convenience,
if XV(P) (resp. x # V(P)), then the subposet P(V(P)&X) (resp. P(V(P)
&[x]) is denoted by P&X (resp. P&x). The dual of P is the poset
P*=(V(P), E(P*)), where for x, y # V(P), (x, y) # E(P*) if and only if
( y, x) # E(P). The comparability graph of P is the graph G(P)=(V(P),
E(G(P))), where for x, y # V(P), [x, y] # E(G(P)) if and only if either
x<P y or y<Px. The incomparability graph of P is the graph G(P)=
(V(P), E (G(P))), where for x, y # V(P), [x, y] # E(G(P)) if and only if
x&P y. In what follows, a poset P, such that G(P) is complete (resp. empty),
is called a total order (resp. an empty order).
We continue this section with some of the notions and some of the
properties concerning the decomposition of posets. Let P be a poset; a sub-
set X of V(P) is an interval (or an autonomous subset or an homogeneous
subset or a module) of P provided that for every y # V(P)&X, either
for all x # X, x<P y or for all x # X, y<Px or for all x # X, x&P y. This
definition is a generalization of the classic notion of the interval of total
order. Note also that an interval of a poset P does not necessarily induce
a connected subgraph of G(P). Given a poset P, <, V(P) and [x], where
x # V(P), are intervals of P, which are called trivial. A poset is then said to
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be indecomposable (or prime) provided that all of its intervals are trivial.
Otherwise, it is said to be decomposable.
The following strengthening of the notion of interval is also useful. Let
P be a poset; a subset X of V(P) is a strong interval [3] of P provided that
X is an interval of P satisfying the following: for any interval Y of P, if
X & Y{<, then XY or YX. In all that follows, S(P) denotes the
family of strong intervals X of P fulfilling: X{V(P) and for every strong
interval Y of P if XY, then Y=X or Y=V(P). We next introduce
the notions of quotient and of lexicographical sum. Given a poset P, a
partition S of V(P), all of the elements of which are intervals of P, is called
an interval partition of P. For such a partition, define the quotient PS=
(S, E(PS)) of P by S as follows: for X{Y # S, (X, Y) # E(PS) if and only
if for x # X and for y # Y, (x, y) # E(P). The inverse operation of the
quotient is the lexicographical sum defined as follows: let P be a poset, with
any x # V(P) is associated a poset Px so that for x{ y # V(P), V(Px) &
V(Py)=<. The lexicographical sum of the Px ’s over P is the poset P(Px ;
x # V(P))=(x # V(P) V(Px), E(P(Px ; x # V(P)))) defined in the following
manner: given a{b # x # V(P) V(Px), (a, b) # E(P(Px ; x # V(P))) provided
that either x= y and (a, b) # E(Px) or x{ y and (x, y) # E(P), where x and
y are the vertices of P such that a # V(Px) and b # V(Py).
The following results allow for the description of the decomposition of
posets.
Theorem 1 [3]. Let P be a poset, one of the following conditions is
satisfied :
(i) G(P) is disconnected, S(P) is the interval partition of P consist-
ing of the connected components of G(P) and PS(P) is empty.
(ii) G(P) is disconnected, S(P) is the interval partition of P consist-
ing of the connected components of G(P) and PS(P) is a total order.
(iii) G(P) and G(P) are connected, |S(P)|4 and PS(P) is
indecomposable.
Theorem 2 [3]. Given posets P and P$, if G(P)=G(P$) and if P is
indecomposable, then P$=P or P$=P*.
Proposition 1 [3]. Given posets P and P$, if G(P)=G(P$), then P and
P$ have the same strong intervals and, consequently, S(P)=S(P$).
We continue with some of the lemmas in reconstruction.
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Lemma 1 [4]. Let P, P$ and Q be posets, if P and P$ are [&1]-hypomorphic
and if |V(Q)|<|V(P)|, then |[XV(P) : P(X)&Q]|= |[XV(P$) : P$(X)
&Q]|.
Lemma 2 [9]. Let P and P$ be posets, if P and P$ are [q]-hypomorphic,
where 1q|V(P)|&1, then for p=1, ..., min(q, |V(P)|&q), P and P$ are
[ p]-hypomorphic.
Lemma 3 [1]. Let P(Px ; x # V(P)) and Q(Qy ; y # V(Q)) be lexico-
graphical sums fulfilling the following conditions:
(i) P(Px ; x # V(P)) and Q(Qy ; y # V(Q)) are [&1]-hypomorphic.
(ii) P and Q are indecomposable.
(iii) |[x # V(P) : |V(Px)|2]|2 and |[ y # V(Q) : |V(Qy)|2]|2.
Then P and Q are isomorphic and for all u # x # V(P) V(Px), P: &Q; , where
: # V(P), ; # V(Q) and u # V(P:) & V(Q;).
Proof. For convenience, the lexicographical sum P(Px ; x # V(P)) (resp.
Q(Qy ; y # V(Q))) is denoted by P (resp. Q ). By definition, as P and Q are
supposed [&1]-hypomorphic, V(P )=V(Q )=x # V(P) V(Px).
We first show that if X is an interval of P , with X{V(P ), then there is
x # V(P) such that XV(Px). Otherwise, there is an interval X of P fulfill-
ing: |X

|2, where X

denotes the interval [x # V(P) : X & V(Px){<] of P,
and X{V(P ) or, equivalently, there is x # V(P) such that V(Px)&X{<.
Since P is indecomposable, X

=V(P) and since V(Px) is an interval of
P , X&V(Px) is an interval of P as well. Consequently, X&V(Px)=
V(P)&[x] would be a nontrivial interval of P. It may then be verified that
S(P )=[V(P); x # V(P)] and given a poset R, |[X # S(P ) : P (X) &R] |=
|[x # V(P) : Px &R]| is denoted by nP (R).
We continue this proof with certain notations which we will use to estab-
lish that P&Q. For all u # V(P ), p(u) (resp. q(u)) denotes the element of
V(P) (resp. V(Q)) such that u # V(Pp(u)) (resp. u # V(Qq(u))). Moreover,
the set of WV(P ) such that for every x # V(P), |V(Px) & W|=1 (resp. for
every y # V(Q), |V(Qy) & W|=1) is denoted by W(P) (resp. W(Q)). By
hypothesis (iii), there is u # V(P ) such that |V(Pp(u))|2 and, hence, there
is W # W(P) such that WV(P )&[u]. Since Q (,u(W))&P (W)&P, where
,u denotes an isomorphism from P &[u] onto Q &[u], and, since for all
y # V(Q), V(Qy)&[u] is an interval of Q &[u], it follows from the inde-
composability of P that either there is y # V(Q) such that ,u(W)V(Qy)&
[u], or for every y # V(Q), |,u(W) & (V(Qy)&[u])|1. In the first case,
by considering the elements W$ of W(P) satisfying W$V(P )&[u] and
|W & W$|2, we would obtain: ,u(V(P )&[u])V(Qy)&[u]. Conse-
quently, for all y # V(Q), |,u(W) & (V(Qy)&[u])|1 and, thus, |V(P)|
|V(Q)|. By considering Q in the place of P , we obtain |V(P)|=|V(Q)|.
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It follows that, given u # V(P ), with |V(Pp(u))|2, as previously, by
considering W # W(P) such that u  W, we have: |V(Qq(u))|2 and
for all y # V(Q), |,u(W) & (V(Qy)&[u])|=1 so that ,u(W) # W(Q) and,
hence, P&P (W)&Q (,u(W))&Q. Furthermore, as |V(Pp(u))|2 (resp.
|V(Qq(u))|2), P &u=P(Px&u; x # V(P)) (resp. Q &u=Q(Qy&u;
y # V(Q))) and, given a previous remark, S(P &u)=[V(Px)&[u]; x # V(P)]
(resp. S(Q &u)=[V(Qy)&[u]; y # V(Q)]). Therefore, ,u induces an
isomorphism , u from P onto Q defined as follows: for every x # V(P),
,u(V(Px)&[u])=V(Q, u(x))&[u].
As [u # V(P ) : |V(Pp(u))|=1]=[u # V(Q ) : |V(Qq(u))|=1], in order to
complete this proof, it suffices to show the following. Given k3, if for
all lk, [u # V(P ) : |V(Pp(u))|=l]=[u # V(Q ) : |V(Qq(u))|=l] and if for
all u # V(P ), with |V(Pp(u))|k, Pp(u) &Qq(u) , then the same assertions are
satisfied by k&1. Indeed, assume, on the contrary, that there is u # V(P )
fulfilling |V(Pp(u))|=k&1 and Pp(u)&% Qq(u) . By induction hypothesis, 2
|V(Qq(u))|k&1 and since P &u&Q &u, nP (Pp(u))&1=nP &u(Pp(u))=
nQ &u(Pp(u))=nQ (Pp(u)). If nQ (Pp(u))1, then, by deleting v # V(P), with
Qq(v) &Pp(u) , we obtain the following contradiction: nQ (Pp(u))&1=
nQ &v(Pp(u)) and nP &v(Pp(u))=nP (Pp(u)) or nP (Pp(u))&1. It follows that
nP (Pp(u))=1 and nQ (Pp(u))=0. By hypothesis (iii), there is w # V(P ) such
that p(w){ p(u) and |V(Pp(w))|2. If |V(Pp(w))|k&1, then, by deleting
w, we obtain: nP &w(Pp(u))=nP (Pp(u)) and nQ &w(Pp(u))=nQ (Pp(u)). Conse-
quently, |V(Pp(w))|k and for all w$ # V(Pp(w)), since P &w$&Q &w$,
Pp(w)&w$&% Pp(u) and Qq(w$)&w$&Pp(u) , which contradicts Pp(w) &Qq(w$) . K
We recall the following classical result in reconstruction.
Lemma 4. If P is a poset such that |V(P)|4 and if G(P) (resp. G(P))
is disconnected, then P is [&1]-reconstructible.
To complete this section, we require these notations and definition. The
poset ([0, 1, 2], [(0, 1), (0, 2)]) is denoted by . Let P be a poset, the
family of connected components of G(P) is denoted by C(P) and the set of
X # C(P) such that P(X ) is a total order (resp. |X |=1) is denoted by O(P)
(resp. O1(P)). The class of posets P such that C(P)=O(P) or, equivalently,
the class of lexicographical sums of total orders over an empty poset is
denoted by T. Let P and Q be posets, P embeds Q provided that there is
XV(P) such that P(X )&Q. The following characterization is easily
established.
Lemma 5. A poset P belongs to T if and only if P embeds neither 
nor *.
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3. THE [&1, 2]-RECONSTRUCTION OF POSETS
In order to prove the main result of this paper, we need the following
definitions, in which P represents a poset.
1. A vertex x of P is minimal (resp. maximal) provided that for all
y # V(P), yPx (resp. xP y) implies that x= y. The set of minimal (resp.
maximal) vertices of P is denoted by Min(P) (resp. Max(P)).
2. Given x # V(P), the filter (resp. ideal ) of x is the set FP(x)=
[ y # V(P) : xP y] (resp. IP(x)=[ y # V(P) : yPx]). For convenience,
|FP(x)| (resp. |IP(x)| ) is denoted by fP(x) (resp. iP(x)).
3. The functions FP and IP are defined as follows: for k>0,
FP(k)=|[x # Min(P) : fP(x)=k]| and IP(k)=|[x # Max(P) : iP(x)=k]|.
Moreover, we denote min([k>0: FP(k){0]) (resp. min([k>0: IP(k)
{0])) by m(FP) (resp. m(IP)).
4. For any x # V(P), the set of y # V(P) such that IP( y)=[x, y] is
denoted by UP(x).
5. The maximum cardinality of a subset X of V(P) such that P(X ) is
a total order is called the height of P and is denoted by h(P). For every
x # V(P), h(P(IP(x))) is called the rank of x and is denoted by rkP(x).
We also use the following result of recognition in reconstruction.
Proposition 2 [5]. Given posets P and P$, if P and P$ are [&1]-
hypomorphic and if |V(P)|4, then FP=FP$ and IP=IP$ .
We may now demonstrate the next theorem.
Theorem 3. A poset P, with |V(P)|4, is [&1, 2]-reconstructible.
Proof. Before demonstrating this theorem by induction on |V(P)|4,
we make the following remarks. Consider two posets P and P$, with
|V(P)|4, such that P and P$ are [&1, 2]-hypomorphic or, equivalently,
such that P and P$ are [&1]-hypomorphic and G(P)=G(P$). By Lemma
4, we may assume that G(P) and G(P) are connected and, thus, it follows
from Theorem 1, by denoting PS(P) by Q, that P=Q(Px ; x # V(Q)),
where Q is indecomposable and |V(Q)|4. By using Theorem 2 and
Proposition 1, we obtain P$=Q$(P$x ; x # V(Q$)), Q$=Q or Q$=Q* and
for every x # V(Q), V(Px)=V(P$x). Since there is, up to isomorphism, a
single indecomposable poset of cardinality 4, if |V(P)|=4, then P$&P. In
what follows, we suppose that |V(P)|5.
We first show that Q$=Q. On the contrary, suppose that Q$=Q*,
and assume that there exists a # Min(P) satisfying fP(a)=m(FP) and
V(Px)=[a], where x denotes the vertex of Q such that a # V(Px). It
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follows from the definition of UP(a) that Min(P&a)=(Min(P)&[a]) _
UP(a). Because V(Px)=[a], a # Max(P$) and as G(P$) is connected,
Min(P$&a)=Min(P$). However, as a direct consequence of Proposition 2,
we have |Min(P)|=|Min(P$)| and, since P&a&P$&a, |Min(P&a)|
=|Min(P$&a)| so that UP(a) has an unique element denoted by u.
Clearly, for any a$ # Min(P$), fP$&a(a$)= fP$(a$) or fP$(a$)&1 and, hence,
m(FP$&a)=m(FP$) or m(FP$)&1. In the same manner, it follows from
Proposition 2 that m(FP)=m(FP$) and since P&a&P$&a, m(FP&a)=
m(FP$&a). As m(FP)= fP(a), as for every b # Min(P)&[a], FP(b)=
FP&a(b) and as a # FP(a)&FP&a(u), we obtain that FP&a(u)=
FP(a)&[a] or, in other words, we obtain that [a, u] is an interval of P,
which contradicts the indecomposability of Q. Consequently, we have
shown that if a # Min(P) such that fP(a)=m(FP), then, by denoting by x
the element of V(Q) such that a # V(Px), |V(Px |2. By considering P*
(resp. P*$) in the place of P (resp. P$), we obtain the following: if
b # Max(P) such that iP(b)=m(IP), then |V(Py |2, where y is the
element of V(Q) such that b # V(Py).
To complete the first part of this proof, we introduce these notations.
The set of : # V(Q) such that rkQ(:)>rkQ* (:) (resp. rkQ(:)<rkQ* (:)) is
denoted by A+ (resp. A&) and the set of : # V(Q) such that |V(P:)|2 is
denoted by B. As a # Min(P) (resp. b # Max(P)), x # Min(Q) (resp.
y # Max(Q)) and since G(Q) is connected, x{ y and x, y # B & (A+ _ A&).
Hence, we may define M=max([ |V(P:)|; : # B & (A+ _ A&)]), n+=
|[: # A+ : |V(P:)|=M]| and n&=|[: # A& : |V(P:)|=M]|. Moreover, if
: # B and if v # V(P:), then, as in the proof of Lemma 3, since P and P$ are
[&1]-hypomorphic, there is an isomorphism ,v from P&v onto P$&v
which induces an isomorphism , v from Q onto Q* satisfying: for every
; # V(Q), ,v(V(P;)&[v])=V(P, v(;)&[v]. Since , v is an isomorphism
from Q onto Q*, , v(A+)=A& and , v(A&)=A+. Consequently, if n+{0
(resp. n&{0), then there is : # A+ (resp. : # A&), with |V(P:)|=M, and,
by considering , v , where v # V(P:), we obtain: n&=n+&1 (resp.
n+=n&&1). It follows that either n+=0 or n&=0 and we may thus
assume that n&=0 and n+=1. Let ; be the unique element of [: # A+;
|V(P:)|=M], since |B|2, there is # # B&[;] and, to obtain a contradic-
tion, it suffices to consider , w where w # V(P#). Therefore, Q=Q$, which
completes the first part of this proof.
As Q$=Q, in order to conclude, it must be shown that for every
x # V(Q), Px &P$x. This is the case if for all x # V(Q), |V(Px)|2. Indeed,
because G(P)=G(P$), for all x # V(Q), we have G(Px)=G(P$x). By using
Lemma 3, this is also the case if |[x # V(Q) : |V(Px)|2]|2. We may
therefore suppose that there is x # V(Q) satisfying: |V(Px)|3 and for any
y # V(Q)&[x], |V(Py)|=1. Clearly, Px and P$x are [&1, 2]-hypomorphic
and by induction hypothesis, Px &P$x provided that |V(Px)|4. Lastly, if
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|V(Px)|=3 and if Px&% P$x, then, for example, Px= and P$x=*.
It is then easily verified that |[XV(P) : P(X )&]|{|[XV(P$) :
P$(X )&]|, which contradicts Lemma 1. K
In the course of the previous proof, we established that if P is a poset
such that |V(P)|3 and if for all x # V(P), P&x&P*&x, then P is
decomposable. The following characterization sharpens this fact.
Theorem 4. Given a poset P, P and P* are [&1]-hypomorphic if and
only if either P& or P&* or P belongs to T.
Proof: We show, by induction on |V(P)|, that if P and P* are [&1]-
hypomorphic, then either P& or P&* or P # T. This is obviously the
case provided that |V(P)|3, so, it may be supposed that |V(P)|4.
Assume firstly that O1(P)=< and then consider a # Min(P) such
that fP(a)=m(FP). As in the proof of Theorem 3, Min(P&a)=
(Min(P)&[a]) _ UP(a) and since O1(P)=<, Max(P)=Max(P&a) so
that, as P&a&P*&a, UP(a) has an unique element denoted by u and
FP(a)=FP&a(u) _ [a]. Further, if b # Max(P) & FP(a), then iP(b)=m(IP).
Otherwise, there is b # Max(P) & FP(a) fulfilling: iP(b)>m(IP) and for
every b$ # Max(P), if iP(b$)>iP(b), then b$  FP(a). Consequently, for each
k>iP(b), IP(k)=IP&a(k) and IP(iP(b))>IP&a(iP(b)). It follows from
Proposition 2, however, that FP=IP and, thus, that fP(a)=m(FP)=
m(IP). Since for all a$ # Min(P)&[a], fP(a$)= fP&a(a$), FP(iP(b))=
FP&a(iP(b)) and, hence, FP&a {IP&a , which contradicts P&a&P*&a.
Therefore, for each k> fP(a), FP(k)=FP&a(k)=IP&a(k)=IP(k) and
Max(P) & FP(a)[b # Max(P) : iP(b)= fP(a)] so that IP&a( fP(a))=
IP( fP(a))&|Max(P) & FP(a)|. As FP&a( fP(a))=FP( fP(a))&1, Max(P)
& FP(a) admits an unique element denoted by b. By considering P* in the
place of P and b in the place of a, we obtain Min(P) & IP(b)=[a] and,
hence, FP(a) is a connected component of G(P). Either |FP(a)|3 and
P(FP(a)) is a total order or |FP(a)|4 and, by induction hypothesis,
since P&(Min(P) _ Max(P)) and P*&(Min(P) _ Max(P)) are [&1]-
hypomorphic, either P&(Min(P) _ Max(P))& or P&(Min(P) _
Max(P))&* or P&(Min(P) _ Max(P)) # T. Clearly, if P&(Min(P) _
Max(P))& or if P&(Min(P) _ Max(P))&*, then P and P* are not
[&1]-hypomorphic. Therefore, P&(Min(P) _ Max(P)) # T and, since
FP(a)&[a, b] is a connected component of P&(Min(P) _ Max(P)),
P(FP(a))&[a, b] and, hence, P(FP(a)) are total orders.
Consequently, given a poset P such that |V(P)|4, we have proven that
if P and P* are [&1]-hypomorphic, then O(P){<. Therefore, in order to
conclude, we have only to verify that C(P)=O(P).
In the opposite case, there is X # C(P)&O(P) such that |X |=Min([ |Y|;
Y # C(P)&O(P)]). For every x # X, if ,x is an isomorphism from P&x
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onto P*&x, then, by the minimality of |X |, for any Y # C(P(X )&x)&
O(P(X)&x), ,x(Y) # C(P*(X )&x)&O(P*(X)&x) so that P(X ) and
P*(X ) are [&1]-hypomorphic and, by induction hypothesis, P(X )& or
P(X )&*. Given Y # O(P), for y # Y, since P& y&P*& y, we have
|[Z # C(P) : P(Z)&]|= |[Z # C(P) : P(Z)&*]|. However, if, for
example, P(X )& and if x denotes the element of X such that
G(P(X)&x) is disconnected, then, as P&x&P*&x, we would have
|[Z # C(P) : P(Z)&]|&1=|[Z # C(P) : P(Z)&*]|. K
We conclude with some of the corollaries of Lemma 2 and of Theorem 3.
Corollary 1. A poset P, with |V(P)|4, is [2, 3]-reconstructible.
Proof. We demonstrate this corollary by induction on |V(P)|4. The
case |V(P)|=4 is a direct consequence of Theorem 3. Therefore, consider
two [2, 3]-hypomorphic posets P and Q, with |V(P)|5. Given x # V(P),
by induction hypothesis, as P&x and Q&x are [2, 3]-hypomorphic,
P&x&Q&x. It follows that P and Q are [&1, 2]-hypomorphic and
Theorem 3 allows for the conclusion. K
Corollary 2. Given k2, a poset P, with |V(P)|k+3, is [&k]-
reconstructible.
Proof. Consider, firstly, two [&2]-hypomorphic posets P and Q, with
|V(P)|5. By Lemma 2, since |V(P)|4 and since P and Q are
[ |V(P)|&2]-hypomorphic, P and Q are [2]-hypomorphic. For each
x # V(P), as P and Q are [&2]-hypomorphic, P&x and Q&x are [&1]-
hypomorphic. It follows that P&x and Q&x are [&1, 2]-hypomorphic,
and by Theorem 3, since |V(P&x)|4, P&x&Q&x. Consequently, P
and Q are [&1, 2]-hypomorphic and the result follows from Theorem 3.
Suppose, secondly, that k3 and consider two [&k]-hypomorphic
posets P and Q, with |V(P)|k+3. By Lemma 2, as |V(P)|k+3
and as P and Q are [ |V(P)|&k]-hypomorphic, P and Q are [2, 3]-
hypomorphic and, by Corollary 1, P&Q. K
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